Stepmother: A Memoir

Stepmother tells the story of Marianne
Lile, who met a man, fell in love, got
married, and arrived home from the
honeymoon with a new label: stepmom. It
was a role she initially embraced?but she
quickly discovered she was alone in a
difficult situation, with no handbook and
no mentor. Here, Lile describes the
complexities of the stepmom position, in a
family and in the community, and shares
her experience wearing a tag that is often
misunderstood and weighed down by the
numerous myths in society. Candid and
poignant, Stepmother is a story of love and
like, resentments and exasperation,
resignation and hope?and a story,
ultimately, of family.
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his memoir, Oh the Glory of It All. Mary Karr recollectsA moving memoir detailing the complexities of being a
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